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mind that Character Bashing is now prohibited. Making
fun of certain characters/character pairings leads to a

pointless thread filled with insults and general rule
breaking. Also, remember that Versus threads are

allowed only in the Versus section. I guess we would get
a bunch of time skip similar to what FC saw. I actually
like that idea of getting a time skip because our main
leads don't develop as much but I don't think it would

be a bad thing if we can skip past the first few episodes
and quickly adapt. I think the story about Kirisaki

returning to Emilia's apartment and having a nightmare
about the Homura, Soul Eater, Byakuya, and Hollow
Mask is not made with Shinji's full knowledge and

consent. This story is not something that Shinji is happy
to see in his life. Shinji also doesn't recall the rumor

about a time skip happening. Anyways it seems like all
the "female main cast members in this arc" will be the
show's protagonist in the next ep. I'm not complaining
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but I am a bit surprised. Also this scene sounds like it
will be on the "side" of the story. anyways. i think that
the new "W" arc will be more "movie like", while the
next one will be more in the "real time" style. i mean

they are really changing up the pace of the anime. we'll
get a little taste of the switch next ep. also it seems like
the Rukiya event is more "background" event. probably

not something they are
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